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DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this book regarding the care and
treatment of animals is intended to promote the health and
overall well-being of animals. This information is NOT
meant to replace traditional veterinary treatments and/or
diagnosis for injury/illness. Please consult your licensed
veterinary practitioner for further information, care,
treatment and diagnosis of your own animals. Energy
Healing is not intended to be a substitute or replacement for
traditional veterinary medicine. It is a wonderful complement
that you can do to help improve your animals’ health.
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1 FOREWORD
Kim Baker’s dedication and commitment to helping others
discover their innate abilities to open their minds, hearts and
souls to the wisdom of animals through animal
communication is made easy in this detailed work. If you
apply and follow her methods, you can and will hear and
communicate with the animals.
Her passion to awaken this ability within each reader is
honest and true as shared by her inspiring personal stories
and revealing journey leading to this point. As a reader, one
can feel her commitment and desire. It is contagious, uplifting
and encouraging.
I personally recommend this work as your entry to explore
and satisfy whatever pathway it presents. As you open this
channel you will quickly discover that the animals will
counsel, advise and support you as you step into your own
journey.
As a communicator myself, I am aware of students’ needs
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and questions. Kim has skillfully addressed many in this very
detailed work.
The animals are talking and, with this passionately and
carefully written work, you can and will hear them.
Joyce Leake, Communicating with Animals since 1994 and
Founder of Animal University
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2 INTRODUCTION
Everyone has the ability to talk with animals. We're born
with it. I like to use the analogy of the ability to sing.
Everyone can sing, it’s just some people are better than
others. The same is true of animal communication. It's a
muscle; the more you use it the better you become.
I first started talking with animals as a young child. It was as
easy as talking with your best friend. In fact, the animals
were my friends and companions. I grew up as an only child,
even though I have an older half brother. We lived near a
drainage ditch which brought all sorts of wildlife around our
house. I loved being outdoors and communicating with the
animals. They would tell me stories and we would share in
laughter and joy.
My life has been filled with many wonderful animal friends,
even before I was born. While my mother was pregnant with
me, she and my dad drove to New Mexico to purchase a seal
point colored Birman kitten. On the drive back home the
kitten curled up in the middle of her chest above her
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protruding belly (me) and listened to our heartbeats all the
way back to Colorado. The kitten, named Mittens for his
four white paws, lived to be 17 years old. He was a major
part of our family and sorely missed when he crossed over.
Throughout my childhood, in addition to Mittens, we had a
hamster that loved bacon and eggs (and biting you), a dog
named Tiki, another named Shinook, and Patches the guinea
pig.

Mittens at 2 years of age.
Photo by Jones Family
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